Probing irradiation induced DNA damage mechanisms using excited state Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics.
Photoinduced proton transfer in the Watson-Crick guanine (G)-cytosine (C) base pair has been studied using Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CP-MD). A flexible mechanical constraint acting on all three hydrogen bonds in an unbiased fashion has been devised to explore the free energy profile along the proton transfer coordinate. The lowest barrier has been found for proton transfer from G to C along the central hydrogen bond. The resulting charge transfer excited state lies energetically close to the electronic ground state suggesting the possibility of efficient radiationless decay. It is found that dynamic, finite temperature fluctuations significantly reduce the energy gap between the ground and excited states for this charge transfer product, promoting the internal conversion process. A detailed analysis of the internal degrees of freedom reveals that the energy gap is considerably reduced by out-of-plane molecular vibrations, in particular. Consequently, it appears that considering only the minimum energy path provides an upper-bound estimate of the associated energy gap compared to the full-dimension dynamical reaction coordinate. Furthermore, the first CP-MD simulations of the G-C base pair in liquid water are presented, and the effects of solvation on its electronic structure are analyzed.